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In search of masks and some
changes, businesses adapt to new
state order
LAUREN ROSENBLATT
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This story was updated at 1:28 p.m. April 17, 2020 to reflect
updated guidance from the state on the description of businesses
affected.
A day after Pennsylvania’s top health official signed an order with
new requirements on wearing masks at businesses that are still
open, companies were scrambling to change their habits before
enforcement starts Sunday.
There are no plans to give leniency or extend the deadline,
according to Nate Wardle, press secretary for the state
Department of Health.
ADVERTISEMENT

On Thursday, the state said the order applied to businesses where
employees are interacting with the public. Mr. Wardle updated
that guidance Friday to include all life-sustaining businesses that
are still operating.
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All life-sustaining businesses must follow new state
order requiring masks for employees

That leaves masses of grocery stores, pharmacies and other
operations with just a few days to implement a raft of new rules
for maintaining social distancing, cleaning and mitigation
protocols — and acquiring enough masks for all their employees.
For some, that’s already proven tricky.
ADVERTISEMENT
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“We’re in the works of getting masks,” said Drew Englert, manager
of the Community Supermarket in Penn Hills. “They’re hard to
come by ... We’re doing whatever we can to get them.”
After weeks of working with suppliers, online vendors and even
some people who offered to make masks for the grocer, Mr.
Englert said his company is relying on its warehouse to provide
about 150 masks for each of the three Community
Supermarkets. The masks should come within the next few days,
and hopefully beat the Sunday deadline.
Like many businesses, Mr. Englert said Community Supermarket
had already been offering masks to employees who wanted to wear
them. Most did, he said.
As the novel coronavirus pandemic has spread, a growing number
of businesses had begun offering protective equipment to
employees. Walmart made masks available starting March 31.
Walgreens began providing them April 3. Whole Foods started
requiring employees to wear masks while at work on Monday.
Target announced Thursday a plan to distribute face masks and
gloves when they arrive in one to two weeks.

Alexis Johnson

Here's where you can purchase homemade masks in
the Pittsburgh area

Because of the challenges presented by significant shortages in
such equipment, delivery giant FedEx has been operating under
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its emergency supply process, according to spokesperson Meredith
Miller. A COVID-19 Sourcing Response Team is focused on
providing and replenishing hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes and
personal protective equipment, she said.
The U.S. Postal Service, which is providing masks and face
coverings for all employees, said it could not share where it
sourced the materials, how many were needed and how many
employees chose to wear a mask. The postal service said that was
“proprietary information.”
Tom Charley, co-owner of three Shop ’n Save stores in Greensburg
and Murrysville, started taking measures to protect workers in
mid-March. Because he stays connected with other store owners
around the country, he said he got tips on best practices before
any requirements had been put in place in Pennsylvania.
In addition to providing masks, his store already had barriers up
for cashiers, took employees’ temperatures before starting their
shift and started to sanitize the store continuously for 12 hours of
the day.
But Mr. Charley doesn’t agree with all of the new requirements
and is working with the Pennsylvania Food Merchants Association
to convince the state to make changes. The association said it
would like to work with Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration to adjust
some of the operational guidelines before they are enforced on
Sunday.
Under the order, businesses that do not comply with the
requirements listed in the order could face citations, fines or





license suspensions
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In particular, Mr. Charley is concerned with the guidelines that
require stores to use only use every other register. That makes
sense when the store isn’t busy, he said, but will push people in to
the aisles when it is, making social distancing even more difficult.
“It sounds like a good idea in theory but in practice it’s not exactly
where you want to be on it, it doesn’t achieve the goal you want to
achieve,” he said. “We see it every day on the front lines.”
He’s not opposed to all of the requirements. “Obviously it’s a
challenge for us to do some of this stuff,” Mr. Charley said. “But
we’re going to work our butts off to make our stores the safest
place we possibly can.”
Wendell Young, president of Local 1776 chapter of the United
Food and Commercial Workers, said he would challenge
employers to go even further than the requirements laid out by the
state.
“Most of our employers really did the right thing and did not fight
us and worked with us to implement things. But it wasn’t perfect,”
Mr. Young said. “As we look at it from the lens of what we know
now, more could have been done.”
Businesses that don’t follow the new order should be held
accountable, he said, the same way a drunk driver is held
accountable for endangering the lives of others.
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“They are essential workers but they’re not sacrificial workers,”
Mr. Young said. “Nobody signed up for that duty.”
Lauren Rosenblatt: lrosenblatt@post-gazette.com, 412-2631565.
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Here's where you can purchase homemade masks in
the Pittsburgh area
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1In this ﬁle photo, theNEWS

Cathedral of Learning,
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2019.
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buy alcohol on March 16
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5Gov. Tom Wolf told NEWS

reporters that he had not
yet made a decision on
whether to extend the stay-athome order for residents past
April 30.

Back to normal not likely for Pitt in the fall, chancellor
says

5 tips to avoid foggy glasses while wearing a face
mask

You might have a better chance now at ﬁlling your Fine
Wine & Good Spirits online cart

Here's where you can purchase homemade masks in
the Pittsburgh area

‘I’m asking you to stay the course’: Gov. Tom Wolf
outlines broad plan for reopening Pennsylvania





Four Quick Questions
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Do you feel safe / comfortable
entering a store while wearing a
mask? 😷
Yes
Somewhat
Not really
Not at all
Other / Does not applly
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